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Sony heralds age of agility with
Media Backbone Conductor

Background

Media Backbone 		
Conductor (MBC) drives
business agility through
flexible business 		
processes and 		
orchestrated workflows.
Using MBC, Swiss public
service broadcaster RSI
has discovered new 		
opportunities through
flexible and easily 		
deployed workflows, as
well as the potential to
target additional 		
efficiencies through
increased visibility of
business activity.

Radiotelevisione svizzera (RSI) is the
Lugano-based subsidiary of the
public service Swiss public 		
broadcaster SRG SSR and serves the
Italian speaking communities across
Switzerland. RSI delivers two television
channels, which delivered 16,911
hours of programming output in 2010,
and three radio stations, which
provided 26,280 hours of output in
2010. The RSI website offers an
on-demand programme service as
well as extended coverage on news
and current affairs. The archives are
additionally made publicly available
via dedicated portals.
Like most public broadcasters, SRG
SSR has experienced little increase in
its licence fee over recent years and
has needed to improve operational
transparency in order to understand
its own cost base, operational
efficiency and demonstrate
value-for-money. That said, SRG SSR
enjoys a good reputation for
innovation and adopting new
technologies. The most recent
examples include the introduction of
digital radio with DAB and digital
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television with HDTV. This trend has
been followed at RSI, where a SOA
based approach has been adopted
for file movement across its 		
operations.
Customer challenge
In the last few years, RSI has
experienced the same challenges as
any other broadcaster. The 		
competitive landscape is changing,
as telcos venture into the traditional
broadcast space, cheaper delivery
options are breaking the “barrier to
entry” for new start-up services,
aggregators are creating new
offerings that cater for the needs of
generalist as well as specialist viewers,
and audiences continue to demand
“more for less”. SRG SSR recognised
early on that this digital revolution
was changing consumer habits and
that it needed a strong platform from
which it could serve the growing
demands of its audience.
Alongside this, RSI also faced the
typical technology challenges of any
broadcaster. The pressure to go fully
HD was mounting, calls to streamline
operations through commodity
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technology and desk-top working
were increasing, and tapeless
production was fast approaching, if
not there already.
With all these challenges, RSI
recognised the need for change. But
it was a conversation with a leading
US studio in 2009 that signalled that
broadcasters no longer had the luxury
of working to their own timeline. One
of the major US studios advised that
by 2011 all content would be
delivered by file. Tape masters could
be obtained, but for an additional
$1,000 fee. In addition, the 2011
Japanese tsunami led to a shortage
of physical tapes that caused many
broadcasters, including RSI, to realise
that they needed to accelerate their
transition to a truly end-to-end
tapeless business.
In response, RSI initiated a number of
projects, concentrating their efforts
on post production, play-out and
adopting file-based cameras.
However, RSI realised very quickly that
without an underlying platform these
projects, whilst replacing traditional
tape-based workflows within their
own environments, would not realise
its goal of being truly tapeless from
end to end. It would, in fact, have a
number of disparate tapeless silos.
RSI’s Vision
RSI wanted to create an end-to-end
tapeless platform, which would
enable it to compete more
effectively in the new digital era. To
that end, the solution was expected
to deliver improved operational
efficiency and enable it to quickly
modify or launch new services and
channels.
RSI expected that greater efficiency
could be achieved by eliminating the
need to move content using physical
media, automate as many of the
existing non-value-added processes
and reduce as much duplication of
effort as possible. Common services
that could be consolidated should be
presented as “transparent” services
to the users and systems that would
need to consume them.

To achieve improved business agility,
RSI wanted to develop a solution that
could easily scale in line with its needs
and reduce the inherent complexity
found with traditional point-to-point
integration architectures. The
automation of processes and tasks
should be achieved through the use
of a robust and flexible Workflow
Orchestration Engine, which could be
quickly and simply modified on a
day-to-day basis.
After studying other industries, RSI
decided that an appropriate solution
based on the principles of a Service
Orientated Architecture (SOA) would
best serve its needs. It was also
important that any proposed solution
would be based upon off-the-shelf,
non-proprietary technologies to

RSI’s vision was to “link all
applications and islands in a
digital tapeless workflow and
to provide shared and transparent services to our users”.
Roberto Pomari , Head of Business
Development, RSI

reduce RSI reliance on any one single
vendor.
In February 2010, RSI issued a public
tender, which was won by Sony
Professional’s systems integration
group based in Basingstoke, in the UK.
As part of the overall solution, Sony
included its newly developed Media
Backbone Conductor (MBC) SOAbased integration platform.
System Overview
The RSI solution is made up of two
systems: a full production platform
and a separate scaled-down test
system, which RSI uses to test new
workflows and integrations before
they are deployed on the live
production system.

Both systems were built around Sony’s
MBC platform, utilising Software AG’s
class-leading SOA toolset and
Oracle’s 11G database. Sony has
“tuned” these embedded applications to meet the specific needs of
the media industry, such as moving
large files and managing long
process times.
Sony’s MBC system is built around a
core Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) to
which the third-party applications
and services are connected via a
number of third-party “adapters”.
The ESB acts as a messaging broker
and works in tandem with the BPM
Engine to orchestrate the workflows
and processes.
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Each production island has been
connected to the intermediate
storage by a series of “postbox” style
hotfolders, where both media files
and associated XML “sidecar” files
are hosted. The movement of files
between these islands is managed by
a “Media Bus” which works in
harmony with the Workflow 		
Orchestration Engine making sure
that the right file gets delivered to the
right place in the right format, and
that the right person is notified at the
right time.
Finally, users and administrators
interact with the platform through a
series of role-specific, 		
custom-developed GUIs that are
web-based and specially adapted
for individual customers.

would drive the system could be
developed offline.
This core platform was pre-built in
Basingstoke, which enabled Sony to
install and commission both systems
within just a few days on-site,
minimising disruption for the customer.
The system was built around a fully
resilient blade infrastructure, ensuring
the installations were simpler, involved
less cabling and were more
environmentally friendly (in terms of
power, space and cooling) than using
separate individual servers.
In this initial phase, the studios, and
archive platforms were connected to
the intermediate storage. The
workflow logic was manually tested
and proven through the use of
hotfolders.

At RSI, the majority of the integrations
took place with existing legacy
systems, along with a number of new
technologies and services. The
existing platforms included the traffic
and playout automation systems, the
archive MAM and post production
solutions, the radio and multimedia
platforms, and the studios and
external file exchange platforms. New
third-party systems included Automated QC (Tektronix Cerify) and File
Transcoding (Telestream-Vantage),
which were both centralised as part
of RSI’s vision.

Project phasing and Rollout
The Project was started in June 2010
and split into several distinct phases.
Aligned to SOA deployment best
practice, each phase in the project
delivered extra functionality, starting
with the core platform and basic
interchanges between select
production islands, to fully automated
material and metadata movement
from all production islands to playout,
based on schedules, material
requests and external triggers.
Phase 1 (June 2010 – Dec 2010)
During the design of the core
platform, extensive work was carried
out around the capture of typical-use
cases, so that the workflows that

Phase 2a (Jan 2011 – March 2011)
The shared services for automated
transcoding and quality control were
fully integrated into Sony’s MBC
during Phase 2 once the interface
adapters had been developed and
tested. The hotfolders were now
removed and MBC managed the
profiles, resource allocation and
report handling.
During this phase, the initial 		
Intermediate storage (based on
Isilons clustered NAS solution) was
replaced by a SAN solution from EMC
because the main SRG holding group
responsible for RSI decided that all
storage platforms within their
businesses would be based on EMC.
At this point, additional production

environments were connected to the
system to include the Post Production
and multimedia platforms, as well as
enhancements to the Archive
interface.
Phase 2b (April 2011 – July 2011)
During the first two phases, all
workflows were initiated by the
production platforms that were
connected to MBC. In Phase 2b, the
News, multimedia, radio and teletext
islands we added to the system. The
traffic system was fully integrated and
used to create the work orders and
media IDs that would drive the MBC
platform and associated systems.
The traffic system remains the task
initiator and within the solution and
for now communicates directly with
the automation system. Once MBC
has delivered content to the
automation systems “inbox”, it notifies
the traffic system of the material
location. The SGT veda automation
will poll its folder on the Intermediate
storage and transfer the files it needs
to fulfil the schedule.
These existing point-to-point
integrations have been allowed to
continue to ensure that the system
capacity and staff capability are
developed concurrently, i.e. the
introduction of new ways of working is
not experienced as a big bang. This is
in line with best practice.
The approach is very clear: start with
simple interfaces and file exchange
through hotfolders, then add
complexity as staff become
accustomed to new ways of working.
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Adopting this measured approach
means that regardless of the
automation capability, RSI still has the
flexibility to manually move material
between production islands, with the
assurance that Sony’s MBC will deliver
the file and associated metadata in
the right format and with automated
quality checks. This benefit, while not
obvious from the start, now provides
RSI with a backup strategy if any of
the end-points should stop working or
need to be taken off-line.
Beyond Phase 2b
It is anticipated that more interfaces
will be developed in response to
future business needs over time. The
final goal is to provide web interfaces
for all applications connected to the
service bus, which will reduce the
reliance on any remaining point-topoint connectivity.
Future third-party integrations are
likely to include:
•
Further traffic web service
integration improvements
•
SGT VEDA Playout Automation
web service replacement of the
watch folder integration
•
DAVID Radio MAM web service
replacement of the watch folder
integration
•
B4M Fork web service replacement of the watch folder integration
•
Sony’s Sonaps News Production
Platform, which will replace the
existing News Base system in 2012

Key Findings and Benefits
RSI has now implemented a truly
end-to-end file based enterprise and
it is starting to realise some of the
benefits that it originally envisaged.
These include:
•

•

All residual tape-based processes
can now be decommissioned
and staff redeployed to concentrate on activities that facilitate
growth, ensuring that RSI can
realise the benefits first proposed
by their tapeless post production
project.
The elimination of duplication
and introduction of end-to-end

•

•

•

file based working has made the
opportunity to save costs very
real. The original vision of “ingest
once, use many” is a reality.
Reducing repetitive and menial
tasks, e.g. copying content for
distribution or re-entering
metadata, means staff can be
redeployed to higher value tasks.
By consolidating the other
common services of file
transcoding and automated
quality control, resource utilisation has been optimised and so
business efficiency has been
improved.
The integration architecture has
limited the number of point-topoint connections, which in the
future will continue to fall. RSI
expects this to reduce the

•

•

demands on its management
and enable it to adapt the
platform more easily.
The multiple projects being rolled
out across RSI – i.e. migrating to
HD play-out and the 		
continuation of the post
production project – has meant
that the SOA project has needed
to be flexible and sensitive to
business priorities. This has acutely
exposed the benefit of the SOA
approach, which best practice
recommends should be a
phased rollout in order to be
able to rapidly respond to
business changes.
RSI has benefitted from the
integration of all their existing
platforms with little to no system
replacement required.

Key Features
Core Platform
•
MBC software suite, including: Enterprise Service Bus – Software
AG WebMethods 8.1 suite (embedded)
•
Database – Oracle 11G (embedded)
•
User interface using Sony ”ProGUI” design over Software AG
Wireframe
•
Sony Developed Service Adapter and Workflow 		
Templates Libraries
•
HP C7000 Class Blade and DL360 servers
•
Cisco Catalyst 6500 and 3750 switches (Customer Supply)
•
Storage based on Isilon – 3 Cluster (Phase 1) and EMC CX4-480
(Phase 2)
Existing Platforms that have been integrated
•
Traffic system (Pro-Consultant “Louise”)
•
Playout Automation (Harris-Nexio, which was replaced by SGT
in March 2010)
•
MAM interface (Reply Archive)
•
Studio Servers (GrassValley-K2)
•
Radio (David Systems)
•
Teletext System
•
Post Production (FCP via B4M)
•
DME ( SRG Wide File exchange Platform)
•
News (currently Newsbase replaced by Sonaps in CY2012)
New Platforms to integrate
•
Automated Quality Control (Tektronix Cerify)
•
Transcoding (Telestream Vantage)
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•

Not least as a key benefit of
Sony’s MBC is that RSI can create
its own customisable workflows
and modify existing ones. This will
not only allow RSI to be more
self-sufficient, but provide the
framework for RSI to meet its own
future business needs.

•

Lessons Learnt and 		
Recommendations
•

•

•

•

•

Ensure there are reciprocal
Project Managers. This will ensure
the customer drives the business
activity rather than the provider.
As with all projects, but especially
so with enterprise-wide integrations, the need for openness
about potential difficulties must
be a given.
To this end, the creation of a
project “Steering Board” with
members from both the clients
and the vendors senior management teams will provide an
environment where issues that
require escalation can be quickly
discussed and agreed, and key
stakeholders are continuously
informed.
Involve your existing partners at
an early stage. In this way, they
have proper time to galvanise
their internal resources and work
with the teams to deliver on time.
Capturing existing workflow is
easy but defining future workflow
can be a challenge. It requires a

•

•

•

different mind-set and group of
people, and should involve a
broad mix of staff.
Remember change management. It may appear that the
changes to the business are
minimal – that this is a file
exchange platform – but the
effects go beyond those roles
immediately impacted. Building
proper awareness and acceptance must be systematically
managed. Run this through the
HR department. This will build
internal credibility, keep users
onside and ease the transition to
any new file-based ways of
working.
Consider the metadata schema
as early as possible. This will
ensure that the transfer of
essential metadata across the
systems can be properly
understood mapped out and
realised.
Undertake a phased approach
to the project. This reduces the
inherent risks associated with
“big bang” migrations and can
help the organisation to strategically target and realise quick
wins and early benefits.
If possible, keep a separate test
platform. This will facilitate
trialling new workflows and
system capacity, as well as
providing a real-world training
platform.

Summary
RSI formally accepted the Sony
developed system in November 2011
and RSI has already started to look at
how the platform can be expanded.
Further integration points are planned
that will continue to reduce the
complexity of the company’s existing
system.
Over time, RSI is expected to manage
and develop new workflows on its
own, based on the templates that
have already been deployed. RSI’s
enterprise is almost completely
tapeless and the SOA architecture
that MBC is based on will enable it to
develop and deliver new services
with greater speed and reduce their
times to market.
RSI’s own staff have more time to
focus on what they do best, creating
and delivering great content to
global audiences through an
ever-growing number of technologies
and platforms.
Looking back, the MBC SOA platform
has been acknowledged as a key
enabler that allowed RSI to achieve
its current business goals. The project
has been seen as a great success for
both RSI and Sony alike. Fundamentally, RSI has made a great leap
towards its long-term vision and is
ultimately better placed to compete
in the new digital age.
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images have immeasurable power
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